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Let K,, Kz be purely transcendental extensions of k of finite transcendence 
degrees and let s,, s2 be k-automorphisms of K,, K, of finite orders. In 
Theorem 1.5, it is shown that if s, acts linearly (on some base of K,) and if 
order(s,) divides order(s,), then sr @ s1 is (quasi-) equivalent to I @ s2, where I is 
the identity automorphism of K, and where s, @ s2 is the k-automorphism induced 
by S, and s2 on the quotient field K, @ K, of K, Ok K,. This fact and results from 
[l] are then used to prove that every cyclic monomial automorphism is quasi- 
hnearizable (Theorem 2.5). 1 1985 Academic PI~SS, IX. 
DEFINITIONS 
Let k be a field, fixed throughout. 
We say that s E A(K) iff K is a rational (= purely transcendental) exten- 
sion of k of finite transcendence degree and s is a k-automorphism of K of 
finite order. If si E A(K,), i = 1, 2, then S, @ s2 denotes the k-automorphism 
naturally induced by sr and s2 on the quotient field K, @ K, of K, Ok K,. 
The symbol I stands for “the identity of A(K) for some K.” 
We say that si (E A(K, )) and s2 (E A( K,)) are equivalent (and we write 
si -sZ) iff there exists a k-isomorphism s: K, --+ K, such that s- ‘szs = si. By 
a base of K, we mean a generating transcendence basis of K (over k); and 
the subfield of K fixed by s E A(K) is denoted by KS. 
s E A(K) is said to be rational if R is rational (over k). It is said to be 
linear (resp. monomial) iff for some base B of K, s acts on the k-module 
Ce kb generated by B (resp. on the Z-module nB bZ generated by B). If 
s E A(K) is linear and if the base B of K on which s acts linearly is not 
transparent enough, we say that s is linearizable. 
s E A(K) is said to be quasi-rational (resp. quasi-linear, etc.) if s @ I is 
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rational (resp. linear, etc.). Clearly, “quasi” is a weakening idempotent 
prefix. 
1. QUASI-NEGLIGIBILITY OF LINEAR FACTORS 
The main result in this section is Theorem 1.5, in which we show that a 
linear factor s, of s = s1 @ s2 can be (quasi-) overlooked (unless of course 
that affects order(s)). 
DEFINITION. The cyclic linear automorphism whose minimal 
polynomial is f(T) E~[T] is denoted by a(f). More specifically, let 
~(T)=CC;T’E~[T] be a factor of some (y-1) of degree d and let 
K= k(x,,..., xd) be a rational extension of k of transcendence degree d. 
Then the k-automorphism s on K defined by 
4x,)=x,+,, for l<i<d 
f(s) x, (= c CiSf(X1)) = 0 
is denoted by a(f ). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let K be a (field) extension of k and let s be a k- 
automorphism of K of order n. Let f (T) E k[ T] be a factor of T” - 1. Then K 
has a k, s-submodule isomorphic to k[ T]/( f (T)). 
Proof (Due to the referee). If x is a normal basis element for K/K”, then 
isi( clearly p s ans a k-submodule isomorphic to k[ T]/( T” - 1). 
Let g(T)=(T”- 1)/f(T). Then k[T]/(f(T)) is isomorphic to 
g(T).(kCTl/(T”- 1)). I 
LEMMA 1.2. Let f (T) E k[ T] be an irreducible factor of (T” - I), and let 
s, = a(f) EA(K~). If s2~A(K2) is of an order divisible by order (s,), then 
s, @s,-I@$. 
Proof We may clearly assume that f(T) does not divide (T’- 1) for 
any i < n. This minimality of n implies that char(k) does not divide n and 
hence T” - 1 has no multiple roots. Let k be the splitting field (over k) of 
f(T) (and hence of (T” - 1)). Let rO, r, ,..., rd- i be the roots off(T) and let 
rd,..., r, ~ 1 be the remaining roots of (T” - 1). For any 0 < i < d, let ej be the 
element of Gal(k/k) which sends r0 to ri. 
Let b, = {si(x):O<i<d} be a base of K, withf(s,)x=O and let 6, be a 
base of K2. Let y E K2 (Lemma 1.1) be such that {si( y): 0 < i < d} is 
linearly independent (over k) with f(s2)y = 0. Let s= s1 @ s2, 
K=K,OK,andletB,,B,,X,YbethecopiesinKofb,,b,,x,y(resp.). 
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ForO~i<n,letfi(T)=Ci”=d(r;iT)i.Thenf,(T).(r;1T-1)=(T”-1), 
and therefore f(T) divides f( 7’) iff i > d. Let Xi = fi(s)X, Yi = fi(s) Y. Then 
X, (similarly Yi) is 0 iff i 2 d. 
For 0 < i < d, let Zi = Xi/Yi and let z;,, E K (0 6 i, j < d) be defined by 
Zi = Cy:d Y~z,,, . Then 
k(B2,B1)=E(B2;Xi:O<i<n), because det(r;j) # 0 
=,%(B,;Xi:O<i<d), because Xi = 0 for i 3 d 
=k(B,;Zi:Odi<d) 
= li( B, ; z,,, : 0 < i, j < d). 
By noting the action of ej, one easily sees that each z;,, is a k-linear com- 
bination of (z.~ = z~,~: 0 d j < d}. Therefore, 
li(B,, B,)=F(B,;zj:Odj<d). 
The linear disjointness of k(B,, B,) and k implies then that 
k(B,, B,)=k(B,;z,:O<j<d). 
Since s(Xj)/Xj = s( Yi)/Y, = r,, then the Z/s (and hence the zI’s) are s-fixed. 
Therefore, 
32 as,-s2 0 4 as desired. 1 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that char(k)= p >O. Let f(T) E k[T] be an 
irreducible factor of (T-1). If pr<m’<m<p’+‘, then 
a(f”)-a(y) @I. 
ProoJ One may clearly assume that m’ = m - 1 and that f (T) does not 
divide (T’- 1) for any i < n. Let d = degree(f ). Let s = a( f “) E A(K) and 
let {si(x): 0 <i< dm} = B be a base of K with f”(s)x = 0. Let y = f(s)x, 
B,={s’(y):O<i<(m--l)d} and B,=(s’(x):O<i<d}. 
Since (m - 1) is the smallest positive integer for which f m- ‘(s) y = 0 and 
since p’<m-1 <pr+‘, then f”‘(s)y#O and fP”‘~‘(s)y=O. Hence the 
order of s” is pr + ’ and therefore trace,(y), = (s” - 1 )p’+‘P l(v), =O. Hence, 
by the additive analogue of Hilbert’s Theorem 90 [3, p. 2151, there exists 
zEk(B,) such that (s”-l)z=y. Let g(T)=(T”-1)/f(T) and let 
Z=g(s)z, X=x-Z. Thenf(s)X=y-y=O. Let B;= {s’(X):O<i<d}. 
Clearly, K = k(B, , B2) = k(B,, B;) = k(B,) @ k( B;). Also, the restric- 
tions ofs to k(B,) and to k(B;) are (resp.) a(f”-‘) and a(f). Therefore, 
a(f”>-w-“~‘> 0 a(f > 
-a(f”‘-‘) @ z, by Lemma 1.2 above. 1 
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LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that char(k) = p >O. Let f(T) E~[T] be an 
irreducible factor of (T” - 1). Let s, = a(f”) EA(K~) and let s,EA(K,) be 
of an order divisible by order(s,). 
(i) Zff(T)= T- 1, then s, @ s,-Z @ s2. 
(ii) Zf m is a power of p, then s, @ s2wZ @ s2. 
(iii) Generally, Z @ s, @ sZmZ @ s2. 
ProoJ: (i) By [2, Lemma 31, K, has a base B, on which s, acts 
canonically. Let y E K2 be such that B, = {si( y): 0 d i < m} is linearly 
independent (over k) with (s, - 1)“~ = 0. Then using the same method of 
[2, Lemmas 3, 11, one finds a generating set B; of k( B,) on which s2 acts 
canonically. Applying the same method of the proof of [2, Lemma 41 to 
K, @ k(B;), one replaces the base B, of K, by a set B’, c K, @ k(B;) con- 
sisting of rn s,-fixed elements. Thus K, @ K2 = k(B,) @ K, = k(B;) @ K,, 
and therefore s, @ s,-Z @ s2. 
(ii) Suppose that f(T) does not divide (T’ - 1) for any i < n and let 
d = degree(f ). Define g(T) E k[ T] by g( T”) = (f(T))". Clearly g, too, is 
irreducible of degree d. 
Letb,={sf(x):O<i<md} beabaseofK, withf”(s,)x=O.Letb,bea 
baseofK,andlets=s,Os,,K=K,OK,.LetX,B,,B,bethecopiesin 
K of x, b,, b, (resp.). 
Let B = (.P(X): 0 6 i< d} c K. Then K= k(B,; s’(B): 0 6 i< m). 
Clearly the restriction of s”’ to k(B) is a( g). Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, 
there exists a set B’ c k( B,, B) consisting of d P-fixed elements such that 
k(B,, B’)=k(B,, B). Therefore, K=k(B,;s’(B’):O<i<m). Hence 
s-s2 @ (dcopies of g(Tn--1)). (1) 
Since m is a power of p, then T”’ - 1 = (T - 1)” and therefore 
s2 @ a(T”‘- 1)-s, @ o((T- 1)“). (11) 
Also, order (o((T- 1)“)) (=m) divides order(s,) (=mn) and hence 
divides order(s,). Hence (i) implies that 
s2 @ a((T- 1)“)~s2 @Z. (III) 
From (I), (II), (III) one concludes that s-s* @ Z, as desired. 
(iii) Let pr < m < prf ‘. By Lemma 1.3, Z @ si -a(f!““). Therefore, 
z @ s, @ S2YJ(fP'+') @ s2 
-Z@s, (by (ii)). I 
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THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that s, EA(K,) is linear and that s,eA(KJ has 
an order divisible by order(s,). 
(i) If char(k) does not divide order(s,), then sI @ s,-I @ s2. 
(ii) Generally, I @ s, @ sZwI @ s2. 
Proof: (i) From standard linear algebra, s, is of the form @ a(h), 
where each fj( T) E k[ T] is an irreducible factor of ( Tordercsi) - 1). Our 
theorem now follows from Lemma 1.2. 
(ii) Again s, is of the form @ a(fT) with each f, as above. Our 
theorem now follows from Lemma 1.4(iii). 1 
Question 1.6. Can the conclusion that 
in Lemma 1.4(m) and hence in Theorem 1.5(ii) be strengthened to 
s, @ s,-I @ sz? 
2. QUASI-LINEARITY OF CYCLIC MONOMIAL AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this section, we apply Theorem 1.5 above and the results of 
[l, Sect. l] to show that every cyclic monomial automorphism is quasi- 
linear (Theorem 2.5). 
DEFINITION. The cyclic monomial automorphism whose minimal 
polynomial is f(T) E Z[ T] is denoted by a*(f). More specifically, let 
f(T) = C nj T’ E Z [ T] be a manic factor of some ( T” - 1) of degree d and 
let K = k(x, ,..., xd) be a rational extension of k of transcendence degree d. 
Then the k-automorphism s on K defined by 
s(x,)=xi+ 13 for ldi<d 
.f*(s) Xl (=rI(s’(x,))“‘) = 1 
is denoted by o*( f ). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S(T) be the subset of Z [ T] x Z[ T] consisting of all 
pairs (P(T), Q(T)) such that for some positive integers p and q, P(T) divides 
(Tp-l), Q(T) divides (T4-1) and GCD(TP-1, Q(T))= 1. If 
(P, Q)ES(T), then o*(PQ)-o*(P) @ o*(Q). 
Proof. This is essentially [l, Proposition 31. For the reader’s con- 
venience, however, we give its proof. Let p and q be as in the definition 
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of S(T). Let s = a*(P) @ a*(Q) E A(K). Then K has a base 
{s’(x), si( y): 0 < i< deg(P), 0 < j< deg(Q)} with P*(s)x = Q*(s) y = 1. 
Assuming q is chosen to be least possible, then s* has order q/d 
where d=GCD(P, q). Let Q,(T)=(Tpy’d- l)/(T*- 1) and PI(T)= 
(T* - 1 )/P(T). Clearly Q(T) divides Q,(T) and therefore norm,(y), 
= Q:(s)y, = 1. Hence there exists (by Hilbert’s Theorem 90) ZE k(sj( y)) 
with s*(z)/z = y. Let f= pf(s)z. Then it is clear that (si(xf): 0 d i< 
deg(PQ)) b IS a ase of K and that (PQ)*(s)(xf) = 1. Therefore s-cr*(PQ), 
as desired. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (Pi);= 1 be a (finite) subsequence of (di)E 1) where di is 
the ith cyclotomic polynomial. Then o*(n Pi> N @ a*( P,). 
ProoJ: It is clearly sufficient to show that for any 1 6 r < n, 
But this follows from Lemma 2.1 by setting P, = P, n;= r + , Pi = Q. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. If P( T) and Q(T) are relatively prime factors (in Z[ T]) 
of (T- l), then o*(PQ)-a*(P) @o*(Q). 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 both sides are equivalent to ( @ o*(P,)) @ 
( 0 o*(Qi>), where {Pi> and (Q;} are the cyclotomic factors of P and Q 
(rev.). I 
THEOREM 2.4. Ifs E A(K) is monomial of order n and tf the class number 
qf the nth cyclotomic field is 1, then s is completely characterized by (any 
one of) its characteristic polynomial(s) (i.e., by the characteristic polynomial 
of s with respect to any base of K on which s acts monomially). 
Proof This is essentially [ 1, Corollary 51. 1 
Comment. To see that the characteristic polynomial of an 
automorphism does depend on the choice of base, one considers the k- 
automorphism s defined on k(x, y) by s(x) = l/x, s(y) = l/y. Setting 
Y=(l+x)-‘+(l+y))’ if char(k)=2 and Y=(l-x)(1-y)/ 
(1 + x)( 1 + y) otherwise, one sees that the characteristic polynomials of s 
with respect to {x, y} and {x, Y} are (resp.) (T+ 1)’ and (T2- 1). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let d,, E Z[T] be the nth cyclotomic polynomial, let 
s,=rr*($,) andL,=a*(T”-l)=o(T”-1). Then 
s, @ I-L, @ I (and hence s, is quasi-linear). 
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Proof: We use induction on n. 
Since (7” - 1) = n(dd: d divides n), then by Theorem 2.3, L,- @ (sd: d 
divides n)=s, @ (0 (s,:d<n, d divides n)). 
By the inductive assumption, sd @ I-L, @ Z for all d< n. Therefore 
L, @ I-s, @ ( @ (L,: d < n, d divides n)) @ I. 
By Theorem 1.5(ii), s, @ L, @ I-s, @ I for all factors d of n. 
Therefore, L, @ Z-S, @ Z, as desired. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf s E A(K) is monomial of order n and if the class number 
of the nth cyclotomic field is 1, then s is quasi-linear. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.4, one can assume that s is of the form @ s, 
(where each i is a factor of n). Our theorem now follows from 
Theorem 2.5. 1 
Remark 2.7. The author conjectures that quasi-linearity in 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 can be strengthened to linearity, except in certain 
exceptional cases where difftculties may be caused by char(k). A partial 
result in this direction is the following theorem, which is a restatement of 
[Z, Corollary 81. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let p be a prime and let n be a power of p. Let 
s, = o* ( c$,, ) E A(K,,). Then s, is linearizable except when char(k) = p = 2. 
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